
IS THERE SOMETHING GOING ON AT HOME?
Documentary Gives Voice to the Family of Police Officers

March 2024—Lightning Digital Entertainment is proud to present "IS THERE SOMETHING
GOING ON AT HOME?", a documentary feature film from Director Jason Harney & Producer
Deborah Louise Ortiz. Is There Something Going On At Home is the winner of four 2023 Top
Indie Film Awards including Best Documentary Short, Best Film Editing and Best
Message—and is available for streaming on Amazon Prime.

When a Police Officer suffers from trauma, their family will suffer right along with them. Is There
Something Going On At Home gives a voice to the spouses, partners, and children of the police
family.

The story follows Deborah Louise Ortiz, her husband, Michael, and daughter, Angela, as they
tell their story of a retired New York State Trooper & DEA Task Force Agent struggling with
Addiction and PTSD—leading to devastating consequences.

Rachel Medlin & Scott Medlin share their experiences as a young couple enduring the fallout of
a demanding police career on a young family—and the impact on the spouse left to parent their
children alone.

Dr. Olivia Johnson weighs in on both stories, explaining the importance of inoculation as it
relates to the Mental Health & Relationship issues Police Officers will face during their careers.

And retired Police Officer, Speaker, and Author Glen Williams relates his work in the field of
relationships & the police family to the stories in the film, fostering a message to Bridge the Gap
in communication between a police officer and spouse.

About Glen Williams
Trauma as a way of life takes a toll. Like many, Glen did not talk about these things. To cope, he
indulged in self-destructive behavior—and eventually developed P.T.S.D. When Glen faced his
trauma, he learned to restructure it—and made it safe to talk about. So safe that he wrote a
book and designed a curriculum to help other public safety workers and trauma survivors do the
same.

He now travels the country speaking about his journey. It is his mission to assist police
departments and public agencies, in supporting their officers and staff to reduce the effects of
PTSD—and prevent divorce and suicide.



About Bridging the Gap
Bridging the Gap focuses on reframing self and community perceptions through the practice of
accountability. The course reveals the base ways we perceive and operate in direct opposition
to good communication and relationships. Providing tools and processes to step out of
destructive cycles through open and vulnerable sharing. A natural result of these changes is
improved relationships.
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Learn More:
Is There Something Going on at Home? Documentary Link:
https://www.amazon.com/There-Something-Going-At-Home/dp/B0CPTLLM6P/

Bridging the Gap Course:
https://www.gdubauthor.com/bridge-the-gap-class

Bridging the Gap Book:
https://www.amazon.com/Bridging-Gap-Communications-Relationships-Traumatic/dp/1631955683

Lightning Digital Entertainment:
http://www.lightningdigitalentertainment.com/

Heroes and Families United:
https://heroesandfamiliesunited.org/

The Blue Wall Institute
https://www.bw-institute.com/
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